
Muhammad Awais Developer 

Contact Information: 

Email: business@ammag.tech 

Phone: +1 (929) 361-6607 

Summary: Dedicated and skilled Tech Developer with 3 years of experience in C#, .NetCore 

Web API, and SQL Server. Proven track record of delivering successful projects, including 

DefiMarketPlace, VisualMarketPlace, Visual Nft, Mt4 Bot, Mt5 Bot, Scripts, PyramidCity, 

Funcktropolis, and DefiSport. Seeking opportunities to leverage expertise in software 

development to drive innovation and create impactful solutions. 

Technical Skills: 

● Programming Languages: C# 

● Framework: .NetCore 

● Web API: .NetCore Web API 

● Database: SQL Server 

● Version Control: Git 

● Project Management: Agile/Scrum 

Professional Experience: Tech Developer: 

● Developed and maintained applications using C# and .NetCore Web API, contributing to 

the successful delivery of various projects, including DefiMarketPlace, 

VisualMarketPlace, VisualNft, Mt4 Bot, Mt5 Bot, Scripts, PyramidCity, Funcktropolis, 

and DefiSport. 

● Collaborated with cross-functional teams to design and implement efficient database 

structures using SQL Server, ensuring data integrity and optimized performance. 

● Participated in code reviews and provided constructive feedback to improve code quality 

and maintain best practices. 

● Assisted in the design and implementation of the combat system and card effects for 

multiplayer games. 

Projects: 

1. DefiMarketPlace: https://marketplace.defisports.com/ 
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 Developed an innovative decentralized marketplace platform using C# and .NetCore 

Web API, providing users with seamless access to various financial services. 

2. VisualMarketPlace: Contributed to the creation of a visually appealing marketplace 

application, enhancing the user experience through intuitive design and interactive 

features. 

3. VisualNft: Implemented smart contract functionalities for a non-fungible token platform, 

enabling secure and transparent ownership of digital assets. 

4. Mt4 Bot & Mt5 Bot: Designed and programmed automated trading bots for the 

MetaTrader 4 and MetaTrader 5 platforms, optimizing trading strategies and enhancing 

efficiency. 

5. Scripts: Developed customized scripts to automate repetitive tasks and streamline 

workflow processes, improving productivity across different projects. 

6. PyramidCity & Funcktropolis: https://funktropolismetaverse.com/ 

 Played a key role in the development of engaging multiplayer games, utilizing C# and 

SmartFoxServer SDK to create interactive experiences for users. 

7. DefiSport: https://defisports.com/ 

Led the development of a decentralized sports betting platform, providing users with 

secure and transparent betting options using blockchain technology. 

Working Hours: 

○ Available to work 40 hours per week. 

Working Location: 

Only interested in remote positions.  

Education: Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science  

Languages: 

● English (Fluent)  

● Urdu (Native) 

References: Available upon request. 
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